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JEAN-FÉRY REBEL (1666-1747)
“Le cahos”, Chaconne and Caprice from Les Élémens
Jean-Féry Rebel was a member of a Parisian musical family, associated
with both the operatic and orchestral platforms at a particularly important
transitional point in the development of Baroque music. His father, Jean
(1636-92) was a tenor in the royal household; his sister Anne-Renée was
also a singer, while his son, François (1701-75) was a multi-talented violinist,
lutenist, composer and opera director.
Jean-Féry himself was a child prodigy on the violin who studied with the
violinist and composer Lully, one of the most influential composers of that
period, for whom Rebel later wrote a tribute, “Le Tombeau de Lully”. He
rose rapidly in the royal favour, being employed in the court orchestra and
becoming court composer to Louis XIV.
Rebel’s compositions were characterised by an Italian flavour and by
idiosyncratic twists in harmony and rhythm. Les Élémens (‘The Elements’),
written in 1737-38, is probably his most distinguished work, and is noted for
the direct influence it had (sixty years later) on Haydn’s masterpiece, the
oratorio The Creation which, like Rebel’s work, opens with “Chaos”.
Rebel’s work follows the accepted idea of the time, that the universe
consisted of four “elements” – Earth, Water, Air and Fire. His work had been
preceded by a work with the same title, by André Cardinal Destouches,
which Rebel himself conducted, indicating the widespread interest of the
time in the way the universe was composed and how it had originated.
Les Élémens was originally conceived in two parts: a “symphony of dances”,
each illustrating one of the Elements, followed by a final section, L’Amour,
inspired by the idea that there is a fifth element, “quintessence” or “ether”,
which superseded the others and imbued a divine or spiritual quality.
Les Élémens opens with “Cahos” (Rebel’s spelling of “chaos”) which depicts
the creation of the world out of the chaos that existed previously. It was
conceived by Rebel as a stand-alone piece, before he decided on the
eventual format of the work as a whole. He wrote: “The introduction was
drawn from nature: it is Chaos itself, that confusion which reigned among
the Elements before they took their rightful place in the natural order”.
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It is surprisingly “modern” in style, and Rebel indicated its novelty by saying “I
dared to link the idea of confusion of the Elements with that of confusion in
harmony. I have risked opening with all the notes sounding together – that
is, all the notes in an octave played as a single sound”. This dissonance
was a new experience for Rebel’s audience, and is close in nature to the
much later atonal music of the early twentieth century.
Following “Chaos” Rebel provided nine further movements, or dances, of
which we hear the third, Chaconne (personifying Fire), and the final Caprice.
Richard Pine © National Symphony Orchestra 2022

ANTONIO VIVALDI (1678-1741)
Lute Concerto, RV 93
Allegro giusto – Largo – Allegro
Antonio Vivaldi was one of the most prodigious composers of Venice at
the turn of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Best known today for
his four violin concertos “The Four Seasons”, he wrote approximately 500
concertos for a variety of instruments (but mainly the violin) and no less
than fifty operas. He had practiced for a short time as a Catholic priest but
was based in an orphanage, the Ospedale della Pietà, which was also a
remarkable musical conservatoire for female pupils, where he was music
director, but travelled throughout Italy in connection with productions of his
operas. Vivaldi’s music had a profound influence on that of J S Bach, who
made arrangements of many of Vivaldi’s works.
The Lute Concerto dates from the 1730s, when Vivaldi was writing several
pieces for the instrument, during a visit to Vienna, where his opera Argippo
was being performed. It was written for the royal governor of Bohemia,
Johann Joseph von Wrtby, who is believed to have been a lutenist himself.
The work follows the conventional pattern of a fast opening movement,
followed by a slow one and a fast dance-like finale which has been likened
to a tarantella. In the opening movement we hear the typical discussion
between the soloist and the strings, and the slow central movement
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features a reflective meditation by the soloist. Vivaldi was careful to
preserve the comparatively “soft” sound of the lute, playing against the
more vibrant strings. The work is also distinguished by the ritornello – a
Vivaldi innovation, creating a dialogue between orchestra and soloist
which is particularly effective in this combination of instruments.
The work is very often played on the guitar (for example by the renowned
guitarist John Williams), but tonight we are able to hear a fine lutenist
who has been promoting the instrument for many years with his group
Il Giardino Armonico.
Richard Pine © National Symphony Orchestra 2022

ANTONIO VIVALDI
Concerto “per la Solennità di San Lorenzo” in D, RV 562
Andante - Allegro
Grave (adagio)
Allegro
Vivaldi was music director of the Ospedale della Pietà, a music
conservatoire in Venice for female pupils, incorporated within an
orphanage for abandoned children. In this capacity he composed over
500 concertos for various instruments, most notably the violin, for which his
most renowned work is the “Four Seasons”.
For the feast of St Lawrence, Vivaldi wrote several concertos, some of them
for many instruments (a type of concerto grosso) and in 1716 he wrote
this concerto, scored for violin, two oboes, two horns, cello and strings. As
a showcase for the junior talent at the Ospedale, such a work would be
played at the end of the Mass for St Lawrence.
The concerto is unusual in that it has a slow opening until suddenly there is
a flamboyant outburst, with the soloists coming into play. The slow second
movement - often played on its own as a concert favourite - features
the solo violin floating over the orchestra, while the dance-like finale has
another display by the violin soloist in a long virtuosic cadenza.
Richard Pine © National Symphony Orchestra 2022
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GEORG FRIDERIC HANDEL (1685-1759)
“Qual nave smarrita” from Radamisto
Radamisto was the first opera Handel composed for the Royal Academy
of Music, in London, after his appointment as its music director, in 1719-20.
The libretto, by Nicola Francesco Haym is loosely based on incidents in
the history of ancient Rome. Like many such operas, its plot is extremely
complicated. Prince Radamisto, heir to the throne of Thrace (in what is
today northern Greece) is the brother of Polissena, who is unhappily married
to Tiridate, king of Armenia, mainly because the king is actually in love with
Radamisto’s wife, Zenobia. In order to pursue Zenobia, Tiridate declares
war on Thrace.
That is only the beginning of a confusing plot. But, to cut a very long story
short, near the end of this three-act opera, Radamisto and Zenobia, having
faced the awful likelihood of the one being executed and the other being
abducted by Tiridate, they sing a tearful farewell, “Qual nave smarrita”.
Qual nave smarrita
Tra sirti e tempeste,
Nè luce, nè porto
gli toglie il timor.
Tal io senz’aita
Fra doglie funeste,
Non trovo conforto
Al misero cor.

Like a ship that is stranded
Between shallows and tempests
There’s neither light nor harbour
To quell the fear.
So I am helpless
In these death throes
And I find no comfort
For my poor heart.

However, all is not lost, since justice must be done: in the very last scene,
Tiridate’s army mutinies and, realising that he himself is now helpless,
he releases Radamisto and Zenobia amid general rejoicing.
Richard Pine © National Symphony Orchestra 2022
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GEORG FRIDERIC HANDEL
“Furibondo spira il vento” from Partenope
Partenope was first performed in London in 1730. Although it is technically
an opera seria – that is, a “serious” or even “tragic” opera – Partenope is
in fact quite humorous and light-hearted, involving mistaken identities and
romantic assignations that go astray.
As such, it was a new departure for Handel, as up to that point, since his
arrival in London in 1712, he had been working almost entirely on opera
seria. In fact, the Royal Academy of Music, of which he was the music
director, had rejected the idea of Partenope at first, because of its frivolous
nature. The opera manager, in rejecting the work, called the libretto “the
worst, except one, I have ever read. If it succeeded in Italy, it must have
been due to a depravity of taste on the part of the audience. I am sure it
will be received with contempt in England.”
In fact, rather than contempt, English audiences enjoyed it so much that
Handel was able to revive it in 1737.
Set in Naples, in classical times, its title-role is Partenope, the Queen of
Naples, who is being wooed by two princes (for the start, anyway: more
come along during the proceedings). One of the suitors brings his army
with him, and there’s a battle between his and Partenope’s army, which
the latter wins. But the action is complicated by the entry of another
male character, who turn out to be Rosmira, a woman in disguise, whose
purpose in being there is to check up on the fiancé who has jilted her in
order to marry Partenope.
This aria occurs in Act 2 of the opera, sung by Arsace, the prince of Corinth,
who is one of Partenope’s suitors – the one who has jilted Rosmira – and who,
to sustain the operatic conventions, is usually sung by a contralto or countertenor, in which he sings of the mysterious and disturbing nature of love.
Furibondo spira il vento
e sconvolge il cielo e il suol
Tal adesso l alma io sento
Agitata dal mio duol

Furiously blows the wind
and stirs the heavens and the earth.
That is what I feel now in my soul
agitated by my grief.

Richard Pine © National Symphony Orchestra
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WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART (1756–1791)
Symphony No. 38 in D major, K. 504 ‘Prague’
i Adagio – Allegro
ii Andante
iii Presto
By Mozart’s standards, the year 1786 was one of relatively low productivity.
His only important compositions were a couple of piano concertos
(A major, K. 488 and C minor, K. 391) in March and his opera Le nozze
di Figaro, which had its premiere at Vienna’s Burgtheater in May. But the
opera received only eight further performances and there were other
signs that, after five years of residency in the city, Vienna was beginning to
lose interest in Mozart. By contrast, his standing in Prague had never been
higher. Figaro had scored a major success there and had prompted
Pasquale Bondini’s Opera Company to commission a new work (Don
Giovanni) from Mozart and his librettist, Lorenzo Da Ponte, for the following
winter. Mozart spent four weeks in the Bohemian capital in January 1787,
during which he conducted at least one performance of Figaro and a
concert on 19 January that included a new symphony in D major. It was,
as far as we know, the last time he would conduct the first performance of
one of his symphonies.
Because the new piece, which had been completed in early December,
was a three-movement work, it became known in German-speaking areas
as ‘Mozart’s Symphony without a Minuet’. But, as Albert Einstein points out,
‘The work is not a return to the Italian symphony type, but rather a full-scale
Viennese symphony, which happens to lack a minuet simply because it
says everything it has to say in three movements.’
The Prague Symphony is imbued with gravity, although this is offset by
sadness and cheerfulness. The work opens with a loud unison D that
rapidly recedes to be followed by a solemn Adagio in D minor that looks
forward to the overture of Don Giovanni. There are further pre-echoes of
the opera in the ensuing Allegro, although here the main theme fails to
emerge strongly. Nor do the occasional fanfares or the subordinate theme
succeed in overcoming the general turbulence. Part of the main theme is
then played as accompaniment to two other small motifs, and developed
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contrapuntally. The second movement, a spacious Andante, is rich in
chromatics. A knocking motif (the statue come to supper, perhaps) and
a subordinate theme in C minor emphasise the shadowy darkness of the
whole movement. The exhilarating finale, Presto, is cast in the same mould
as the first movement. As before, the main theme is repeated and has
subordinate themes inserted and worked out in the same way that is with
an outburst of feeling intensified by a sudden strong crescendo, followed
by a more controlled repetition of the second subject. There is no coda,
just a repeat of the exposition to bring the movement to its close.
John Allen © RTÉ

DMITRY SINKOVSKY
COUNTERTENOR / VIOLIN /
CONDUCTOR
Dmitry Sinkovsky possesses a rare combination
of Russian virtuosity and Italian cantabilità.
A conductor, violinist, and countertenor, he
weaves these three disciplines together with
a profound musical awareness, boundless
energy, and astonishing technique, resulting
in electrifying performances that captivate
audiences across the globe.
A winner of awards at major European
competitions, Dmitry enjoys a brilliant career working with the most prestigious
ensembles and artists world-wide, maintaining an active profile as a conductor
and violinist, with a repertoire ranging from Mozart to Bartók.
Dmitry’s conducting career was launched in 2012 as a featured guest on
Joyce DiDonato’s acclaimed Drama Queens tour. In 2018 he served as resident
conductor of the Seattle Symphony Orchestra, where he is regular guest since
2015. Other appearances in the U.S. include his debut with the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra. In Europe, he led the Spanish National Orchestra, Sinfonietta Riga,
Tallinn Chamber Orchestra, MusicaAeterna, Kremerata Baltica, Orquesta de
Extremadura, Orchestra Casa da Música Porto, Moscow Chamber Orchestra
Musica Viva, State Academic Chamber Orchestra of Russia.
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The first concert after the lock-down took place in Porto, and was immediately
followed by appearances in Cremona, Helsinki, Riga, Potsdam, Moscow, and St.
Petersburg. In April 2021 Dmitry conducted Il Pomo D’Oro in Moscow, presenting
the Händel’s pasticcio Orestes, and in June he opened the Stockholm Early
Music Festival in the presence of the royals of Sweden. In September he made
an important operatic debut, conducting Tchaikovsky’s The Queen of Spades at
the Boldino Fall Festival in Nizhny Novgorod.
Current season engagements include invitations as conductor and soloist by
the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, the Budapest Radio Orchestra, the National
Symphony Orchestra Dublin, the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra, the Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra and the Scottish Chamber Orchestra; Porpora’s L´Orfeo at
the Theater an der Wien with La Lira d’Orfeo, tours with B’Rock and the Helsinki
Baroque Orchestra, concerts with La Voce Strumentale, Dorothee Oberlinger and
Luca Pianca. In Fall 2022 Dmitry will debut at the Zurich Opera House conducting
Cavalli’s L’Eliogabalo in the stage direction of Calixto Bieto.
Together with his own ensemble La Voce Strumentale, Dmitry released two CD’s
under naïve: Vivaldi’s Four Seasons (2015) and Bach in Black (2017). Among his
many recordings, the Vivaldi’s Concerti per violino V Per Pisendel (naïve) and Il
Virtuosissimo (naïve) were awarded a Diapason d’Or. His first CD with the label
Glossa, Idylle heroïque, was released in September 2020 (ICMA nomination) and
was followed in Fall 2021 by Songs & Poems, featuring contemporary music for
Baroque instruments. An album together with Dorothee Oberlinger The Discovery
of Passion (Deutsche Harmonia Mundi) was released in 2020.
Outstanding conductor and violinist, Dmitry is also an acclaimed countertenor.
His performances include the Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater at the Lucerne Festival; the
title role of Handel’s Lucio Silla at the Internationale Händel-Festspiele Göttingen
and several other performances worldwide.
Dmitry is a professor at the Moscow State Conservatory, chief conductor of the
Nizhny Novgorod Opera, and artistic director of the Orlando Furioso Festival in
Dubrovnik. He has a diploma in violin and conducting.
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LUCA PIANCA
LUTE
Born in Lugano, Switzerland, Luca studied
under the guidance of Nikolaus Harnoncourt
at the Mozarteum in Salzburg, and in 1982
he started a long-term collaboration with the
Concentus Musikus Wien.
In 1987 he co-founded in Milan the ensemble
Il Giardino Armonico, one of the leading
Italian ensembles on historical instruments.
Luca regularly accompanies singers like
Marie-Claude Chappuis, Anna Lucia Richter,
Christoph Prégardien, Cecilia Bartoli, Roberta Mameli, and Georg Nigl, as well as
instrumentalists like Viktoria Mullova and Albrecht Meyer. He also appears in duo
with the viola da gamba player Vittorio Ghielmi or with the harp player Margret
Köll, with whom he recorded various CDs.
Concert work includes internationally renowned venues such as the Carnegie
Hall in New York, the Berlin Philharmonia, the Vienna Konzerthaus and Musikverein,
the Tokyo Oshi Hall. He has performed with acclaimed ensembles like the Berliner
Philharmoniker, under the baton of Sir Simon Rattle, and with the rockstar Sting. In
addition, Luca has performed in opera productions at the Salzburg Festival, the
Zurich Opera House, the Theater an der Wien and the Vienna Opera House.
Besides the many releases with Il Giardino Armonico, Luca’s discography includes
the complete recording of Johann Sebastian Bach’s and Antonio Vivaldi’s works
for lute.
Since 2008 he has been performing the complete Bach Cantatas at the Vienna
Konzerthaus with his own Ensemble Claudiana and the Wiener Sängerknaben. To
date, more than hundred cantatas have been presented, including the Christmas
Oratorio and the St. John Passion.
Luca was awarded with the Swiss Music Award 2018.
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NATIONAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Patron: Michael D. Higgins, President of Ireland
Chief Conductor: Jaime Martín

The National Symphony Orchestra has been at the centre of Ireland’s cultural
life since 1948 when the Raidió Éireann Symphony Orchestra, as it was originally
called, was founded.
Today it is a formidable creative force, its presence felt throughout the country in
live, year-round performances that celebrate the traditional orchestral, vocal and
operatic repertoire and it champions the commissioning of new music alongside
crossover projects that embrace the best of stage and screen, popular music
and traditional music.
In recent years, the NSO has reached new audiences through its live screenings
in concert of cinema blockbusters such as Close Encounters of the Third Kind,
Jurassic Park, Ghostbusters and Casino Royale and with its lavish concert tributes
to Hollywood icons Gene Kelly, John Williams and Elliot Goldenthal, songwriter
extraordinaire Cole Porter and the genius of Mícheál Ó Súilleabháin.
With a long-established international reputation, the NSO has worked with
successive generations of world-famous composers from Igor Stravinsky and
Karlheinz Stockhausen to Steve Reich and Arvo Pärt.
Among the legendary conductors, soloists and singers with whom it has
performed are Wilhelm Kempff, Vladimir Ashkenazy, Josef Szigeti, Martha Argerich,
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Joan Sutherland, Luciano Pavarotti, Plácido Domingo, José Carreras, Mstislav
Rostropovich and our own Bernadette Greevy. More recent luminaries include
Kiri Te Kanawa, Bryn Terfel, Angela Gheorghiu, Angela Hewitt, Nikolai Demidenko,
Maxim Vengerov, Daniel Hope, Tasmin Little and Leonard Slatkin.
Collaborations with Irish artists include, among so many others, Sir James Galway,
Mary Black, Lisa Hannigan, Liam O’Flynn, The Riptide Movement, Barry Douglas,
John O’Conor, Patricia Bardon, Tara Erraught, Celine Byrne and Ailish Tynan.
Countless world premieres by Irish composers have included Elaine Agnew,
Gerald Barry, Ed Bennett, Linda Buckley, Ann Cleare, Rhona Clarke, Siobhán
Cleary, Shaun Davey, David Fennessy, Marian Ingoldsby, Brian Irvine, Karen Power,
Jennifer Walshe, James Wilson and Bill Whelan.
The NSO’s acclaimed catalogue of recordings – on the RTÉ lyric fm, Naxos,
BIS, Toccata Classics labels and others – include the complete symphonies of
Malcolm Arnold, Rachmaninov, Mendelssohn and Nielsen, and Composers of
Ireland, a landmark series co-funded by RTÉ and The Arts Council. To date, it has
recorded works by established names – Gerald Barry, Seóirse Bodley, Raymond
Deane, Aloys Fleischmann, John Kinsella, Seán Ó Riada – and a new generation
of remarkable voices, including Donnacha Dennehy, Deirdre Gribbin, Kevin Volans
and Ian Wilson.
Other major recordings include Robert O’Dwyer’s Irish language opera Eithne (in
partnership with Irish National Opera), José Serebrier’s Symphonic BACH Variations
and Mary Black Orchestrated. Film and television scores include composerconductor Michael Giacchino’s Lost in Concert and directors John Boorman’s
Queen and Country and Lenny Abrahamson’s The Little Stranger.
Work in the world of opera includes the world premiere of Gerald Barry’s The Bitter
Tears of Petra von Kant (co-commissioned by RTÉ and English National Opera)
and collaborations with Wide Open Opera: the Irish premieres of Wagner’s Tristan
und Isolde and John Adams’ Nixon in China, and a concert presentation of
Raymond Deane’s The Alma Fetish in association with the National Concert Hall.
The orchestra’s extensive educational work includes its Music in the Classroom
programme for primary and second level students, and a young musicians’
mentoring scheme.
Broadcasting regularly on RTÉ, it reaches vast international audiences through the
European Broadcasting Union.
Find out more at www.nch.ie
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NATIONAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
1st Violin
Claire Duff
Elaine Clark (Co-Leader)
Sebastian Liebig †
Orla NÍ Bhraoin °
Catherine McCarthy
Brona Fitzgerald
Claudie Driesen
Karl Sweeney
Molly O’Shea
David McElroy
2nd Violin
Nicholas Rippon
Elizabeth McLaren ‡
Joanne Campbell °
Rosalind Brown
Paul Fanning
Dara O’Connell
Melanie Cull
Evelyn McGrory
Elena Quinn
Magda Kowalska
Viola
Alexander Koustas
Francis Harte °
Ruth Bebb

Viola (contd.)
Neil Martin
Margarete Clark
Nathan Sherman
Alison Comerford
Aoife Magee
Cello
Polly Ballard ‡
Violetta-Valerie Muth °
Una Ní Chanainn
Anne Murnaghan
Davide Forti
David McCann
Double Bass
Gareth Hopkins
Aisling Reilly
Helen Morgan
Flute
Catriona Ryan •
Sinéad Farrell †
Oboe
Matthew Manning •
Sylvain Gnemmi ‡

Bassoon
Greg Crowley •
Hilary Sheil †
Horn
Bethan Watkeys †
Dewi Jones
Trumpet
Colm Byrne
William Palmer
Timpani
Richard O’Donnell
Keyboard
Fergal Caulfield

•
*
†
‡
°
t

Section Leader
Section Principal
Principal
Associate Principal
String Sub Principal
Sub Principal

NATIONAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
General Manager, National Symphony Orchestra and Chorus: Anthony Long
Marketing & Communications Manager: Assumpta Lawless
Orchestra Manager: Debbra Walters
Librarian: Aedín Donnelly
Concerts & Planning Co-ordinator: Cathy Stokes
Orchestra Administration Assistant: Olive Kelly
Senior Orchestra Assistant: Ari Nekrasius
Orchestral Assistant: Andy Dunne
Management Assistant: Lloyd Byrne
NSO Intern: Jeff Phelps
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National Symphony Orchestra

SUMMER 2022

at the NATIONAL CONCERT HALL

Concert for Ukraine
Opera Gala with
Celine Byrne
Celine Byrne, soprano
Proinnsías Ó Duinn, conductor

Arias by DVOŘÁK, PUCCINI,
LEONCAVALLO, GOUNOD,
PONCHIELLI, CILEA and LEHÁR

FRIDAY 10 JUNE, 7.30pm
Tickets: €20, €29.50, €37.50, €45
All ticket sales will be donated to the Ireland for Ukraine Fund

William Vincent Wallace

Lurline CONCERT PERFORMANCE
John Wilson, conductor
Cast includes
Rachel Kelly, Lurline
Ashley Riches, Rheinberg
The first concert performance with a newlyreconstructed full score of this exquisite grand opera,
based on the Lorelei legend of the Rhine mermaid.

FRIDAY 17 JUNE, 7pm
Tickets: €15, €23.50, €31, €38.50

BOOKING telephone 01 417 0000 • nch.ie

Limited concessions available
10% discount for groups of 10 or more

